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QUESTION 1

When should a developer execute a personal build? 

A. before the deliver action 

B. before the checkin action 

C. before the accept action 

D. before the rebase action 

E. before the checkout action 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

To start the RQM command-line adapter, what must you know? (Choose three.) 

A. the jazz repository URL 

B. a user ID with the appropriate licenses to log in as an adapter 

C. the name of the project area, if it is not the default RQM project area 

D. the path to the batch file or shell script to be executed 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 3

During the development and test phase of a project, the team\\'s process requires that the architect check all changes
made for a defect to ensure that the work is in-line with the solution design principals. Using the work items feature
available with CLM, which three steps assist in making this possible? (Choose three.) 

A. define a role of "Architect" and assign it to the appropriate users 

B. for the relevant transition in the work item lifecycle, add a precondition for a "Required approval" by the architect 

C. create a work item template containing the values that are applied when an architect has reviewed a work item 

D. add a new state for the work item called "Requiring Architecture Approval", where the lifecycle will pause until the
architect approves 

E. insert a new Boolean field in all work items to indicate whether or not the work item has been checked by an
architect 

Correct Answer: ABD 
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QUESTION 4

What are two valid usage scenarios for integrating Rational BuildForge with CLM 4.0.1? (Choose two.) 

A. start BuildForge jobs without leaving the RTC UI 

B. for regression testing 

C. track, control, and report on the execution of complex tasks distributed over multiple lab resources 

D. create process definitions of how a build has to be done 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

When completing a plan item, which role does the test team provide? 

A. creates an iteration plan and chooses which plan items to target for the first iteration 

B. reviews the plan items that are targeted for the iteration and the related high-level requirements, and creates detailed
requirements 

C. elaborates the test cases that are associated with the development tasks 

D. checks in their change sets and runs personal builds to test the changes in their own workspaces 

E. runs a team build, reviews the results, and tags the build as ready for testing 

Correct Answer: C 
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